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XRPL Coins is a tool that allows users to swap, trade, and 
track the XRP Ledger.
As XRPL developers, we’ve created xrplcoins.com to be the main resource for all things XRPL.

Our team has been working countless hours to design and develop xrplcoins.com to offer real world 

utility and value to the marketplace. Currently, we offer live pricing data, coin details, list of upcoming 

airdrops, featured positions, xSwap tool, trading functions, and live pricing widgets. We are continuing 

to work hard to build more tools and resources for the XRPL community; some of which will be the first 

of their kind.

XRPL Coins is not a speculative project that is banking on the success of our coin to then try to build 

real world utility. We are XRPL specific developers that have in-depth understanding of exactly how the 

XRP Ledger works; inside and out. The resources that we have already built have immense value and 

are currently being used by many coin projects and retail users.

https://xrplcoins.com
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We provide our users with the ability to swap, trade, and track the XRP Ledger all 

while giving back to the people building and supporting this network. XRPL Coins 

understands the value that the XRP Ledger brings to the world as well as how this 

will not become reality unless we stand together, continue to build, and push forward 

through the obstacles of litigation and negative press set against XRP.

We are XRP Army strong and hope to make a positive impact on the market as we 

implement new innovative features and technology running on the XRPL.

XRPL Coins was created to provide a 
community driven platform that brings tools 
and resources to those building and investing in 
the XRP Ledger. 

https://xrplcoins.com
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Our fully in-house team consists of an eclectic group of creatives and developers who have worked on many projects currently running on the XRP Ledger. From design to development, our team 

does not rely on outsourcing any work to third-parties to build on our platform; unlike most other projects. We have an in-depth understanding of the technology we’re building on and how to develop 

new innovativations. We chose to not hide behind the curtain while creating uncertainty in the marketplace as to what can be considered a scam or not. We will show our faces and be proud of our 

accomplishments and setup XRPL Coins to be well represented and trusted in the cryptocurrency ecosystem.

BRUCE SILVERA II
FOUNDER // OPERATIONS DIRECTOR 

@txnblock

Opened my first web development and 
marketing agency 10 years ago and still 
going strong. Self-taught entrepreneur 
specializing in development, graphic 
design and marketing. I’m a crypto 

enthusiast that’s motivated to build new 
and innovative tools for the XRP Ledger.

KOHN NGUYEN
CREATIVE DIRECTOR 

@itskohn

Creative from head-to-toe with interests in 
art, collectibles, NFTs and all things Web3 
and beyond. Nearly 15 years of experience 
in creative direction, project management, 

video production, and graphic design. 
A natural born leader, fueled by team 

collaboration and competition.

KERUB QUERUBIN
XRPL DEVELOPER 

@kerubkim

When I’m locked into my work, nothing 
can distract me. After attending a coding 

bootcamp 8 years ago, I found my passion 
where I can apply my logic and problem 
solving skills. My desire to learn and self-

motivation has allowed me to become the 
full-stack developer I am today.

NIKOLAUS “XRP DEV”
XRPL DEVELOPER 

@XRP_DEV1

Started programming as a hobby when 
I was twelve years old, graduated in 

computer science and currently studying 
law. I’ve been working as a full-stack dev 
for over three years and now very active 
making videos for the XRPL community 

and running my own validator.

JOSHUA HARRIS
FRONT-END DEVELOPER 

@XrplJosh

My interest in web development led me 
to become a front-end developer. My 

attention to detail is impeccable, if you 
can design it, I can create it. I adapt to my 
environment and dedicated to my craft. I 
excel at gaming, front-end development 

and highly competitive.

https://xrplcoins.com
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We launched xCoin as a means of currency to be used on platform to pay for 
featured positions, tools, resources, supporting coins, extended features, and 
more on xrplcoins.com.

xCoin will also allow holders to become contributors by giving them voting rights on new governance, platform changes, grants, and more.

*No Shill Policy

XRPL Coins has a no shill policy and will not promote xCoin unless for necessary events such as upcoming airdrops, new features, and 

changes to the network. We want the community to support our project if they see the value in what we are providing. We will use our 

social media channels to promote the projects using our network, giveaways, support, announcements to xrplcoins.com, and to keep you 

updated with big price changes on the network.  We have delisted xCoin from the main featured positions of the website, to prove our 

loyalty and commitment to the project and the community.

http://xrplcoins.com
https://xrplcoins.com
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XRPL Coins is the first to distribute our coin on the XRP Ledger in a highly secure process including a 5 part questionnaire, silent airdrops, holder airdrops, and faucet. 

Our intention is to maintain the integrity of our currency by preventing bots, airdrop farmers, and malicious organizations from getting ahold of xCoin. 

Signing up for our initial airdrop and trustline required that you do so on our website only. Each user was required to answer 3 out of 5 XRPL related questions 

correctly, and pass our specialized algorithm that filtered out accounts with malicious activities. The efforts we have put into the initial coin offerings will prevent 

malicious trading activities and provide stability to xCoin. xCoin is also a deflationary coin where 0.1% of every transaction is being burned along with all transactions 

on the website that cost xCoin, which will aid in the value increasing and supply decreasing as more transactions are processed.

AIRDROPS/FAUCET
70%

DEV/MARKETING
20%

GIVEAWAYS/GRANTS
5%

FOUNDERS
5%

10M TOTAL SUPPLY

https://xrplcoins.com
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XRPL Coins is committed to the expansion and development of the XRP Ledger, thus we decided to implement a giveaway and grant 

program to provide resources to companies and individuals who are creating/developing technology on the XRPL. The xCoin giveaway 

and grant program has an allocation of 5% of the initial supply. Application for the grant can be done through the website by January 1, 

2022 and our team will select candidates that the community will then vote on to receive these funds. 

FOR THE COMMUNITY

https://xrplcoins.com
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TRANSPARENCY IS KEY
We fully believe being transparent is the key to building trust with the community 

and a project that will outlast others. XRPL Coins is on a mission to put up a new 

standard in the market.

WALLET ADDRESSES

xCOIN ISSUER

rXCoYSUnkpygdtfpz3Df8dKQuRZjM9UFi

AIRDROP

rMPsXGpujfLGXaiHcdpvJPT6dfbnkPLWH3

TEAM 

rG1kz2tqwwAEqNhRC9b7bRbtEReZLk1UvX

rqLmWpzbqHFNfALvgBGW8qRUvzMDepgyj

rwvyPkSBRbguwp1MBwcR7oUXRM27fVsjk1

rNGJ8uF3HrqrL3SUur1WfcFcPpFPAvcq2T

rajasiN1qZWrvANBXHquNSzT1roL2ppfCD

FAUCET

rGTurN94Nn3RkJGSqy9MwmQCLpXZkELbnq

GIVEAWAYS &  GRANTS

rDv8Na3Am6Y2pvoJhKvgn5E7NF6vi38xGa

MARKETING/DEVELOPMENT

rff9KstNpP3eFWDp81uv3vizh5dreQRVZv

https://bithomp.com/explorer/rXCoYSUnkpygdtfpz3Df8dKQuRZjM9UFi
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rMPsXGpujfLGXaiHcdpvJPT6dfbnkPLWH3
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rG1kz2tqwwAEqNhRC9b7bRbtEReZLk1UvX
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rqLmWpzbqHFNfALvgBGW8qRUvzMDepgyj
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rwvyPkSBRbguwp1MBwcR7oUXRM27fVsjk1
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rNGJ8uF3HrqrL3SUur1WfcFcPpFPAvcq2T
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rajasiN1qZWrvANBXHquNSzT1roL2ppfCD
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rGTurN94Nn3RkJGSqy9MwmQCLpXZkELbnq
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rDv8Na3Am6Y2pvoJhKvgn5E7NF6vi38xGa
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rff9KstNpP3eFWDp81uv3vizh5dreQRVZv
https://xrplcoins.com
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OUR PERFORMANCE
We officially launched on December 31st, 2021 and have not stopped since the 

inception of the idea. Our team is highly motivated, building each an every day to 

provide real value and utility to the XRP community.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Data Feed / Live Pricing

- Featured Airdrops / Coins

- Watchlist

- Supporting 

- Xumm Sign-In / User Accounts

- 7 Level Scavenger Hunt

- Secure Airdrop / Silent Airdrops

- The Daily Drop (Faucet)

- xSwap Tool

- Trading Tool

- Portfolio Tracker

ROADMAP

- Optimized Tables

- View Offers / Orders

- Richlist

- Decentralized Exchange

- Technical Analysis Charts

- Website Mobile Responsive

- iOS / Android App

- Governance / Voting

- Social Features

- NFT Minting

- NFT Market Place

https://xrplcoins.com


https://xrplcoins.com

